
MyNorth Managed Portfolios

* Since inception returns begin from the month end immediately following portfolio launch.

Asset allocation data sourced via Morningstar® from the underlying fund manager.

RESEARCH CHOICE AGGRESSIVE ACCUMULATION PORTFOLIO

Quarterly update for month ending December 2023  

Code NTH1010

Manager name AMP Research Team

Inception date 12 March 2018

Benchmark Morningstar Australian 
Multisector Aggressive 

Average Category

Asset class Diversified

Number of underlying assets 24

Minimum investment horizon 7 years

Portfolio income Reinvested

Management fees and costs '0.86%

Performance fee '0.15%

Estimated net transaction costs '0.08%

Estimated buy/sell spread '0.18%/0.17%

Risk band/label 6/High

Minimum investment amount $500

Investment objective
The managed portfolio aims to provide high 

long term returns through a diversified 

portfolio of primarily growth assets.

Key information

About the manager

AMP Research Team

The AMP Research team has substantial 
experience in fund manager research and 
portfolio management. In constructing and 
managing the portfolios, the team believe that 
equity markets are inefficient and that shares 
often trade at significant premiums or 
discounts to their fair value. They aim to 
capture these anomalies through a disciplined, 
research focused approach can generate 
attractive returns over time.

Returns

Since 
inception*

1 Month 
(%)

3 
Months 

(%)

6 
Months 

(%)

1 Year 
(%)

3 Years 
(%)

5 Years 
(%)

Total return¹ 7.45 3.54 5.50 5.13 13.88 6.15 8.51

Income 6.25 0.16 0.22 2.44 3.79 5.34 6.06

Growth 1.20 3.38 5.28 2.69 10.09 0.81 2.45

as at 31 December 2023

Benchmark² 7.12 4.26 6.42 5.45 14.16 7.29 8.61

Asset allocation

as at 31 December 2023

Growth assets Allocation (%)

Australian Equities 39.8

International Equities 47.6

Property 6.7

Other 2.4

Total 96.5%

 

Defensive assets Allocation (%)

Australian Fixed Interest 0.0

International Fixed Interest 0.0

Cash 3.6

Total 3.6%

1 The managed portfolio performance represents total return for the periods. Returns have been calculated using the time-weighted method, they assume distributions 
are reinvested and are after investment management fees and indirect costs. Total and growth returns include accrued distributions, while income return includes paid 
distributions only. Returns do not take into account tax payable. Individual client returns may vary based on the contributions, withdrawals, and timing differences within 
the managed portfolio

2 The benchmark is calculated based on the average performance from peers in the same multi sector category, as compiled and sourced from Morningstar Direct in 
December 2023.



Managed portfolio holdings³
Holding Asset class Allocation (%)

Pendal Focus Australian Equities Fund Australian Equities 11.2

CC Sage Capital Equity Plus Fund - Class C Australian Equities 9.5

Schroder Australian Equity Fund (W) Australian Equities 8.1

Ironbark Royal London Core Global Share Fund - Class A International Equities 7.7

Fidelity Australian Equities Fund Australian Equities 7.3

Arrowstreet Global Equity Fund (Hedged) International Equities 5.9

T.Rowe Price Global Equity - M Class International Equities 5.4

Arrowstreet Global Equity No. 2 Fund (Hedged) - Class W International Equities 5.0

MFG Core Infrastructure Fund International Equities 4.0

GQG Partners Global Equity Fund - Z Class International Equities 3.9

Lazard Global Listed Infrastructure Fund International Equities 3.9

Ironbark Royal London Concentrated Global Share - Class M International Equities 3.9

Zurich Investments Global Growth Share Fund - Class D International Equities 3.8

Macquarie Global Listed Real Estate Fund - Class A Units Property 3.7

Antipodes Global Fund - Long International Equities 3.7

Eiger Australian Small Companies Fund - Class A Australian Equities 3.6

Arrowstreet Global Equity No.2 Fund - Class W Units International Equities 3.2

Vanguard Australian Property Securities Index Fund (W) Property 2.8

Janus Henderson Global Multi-Strategy Fund - Institutional Class Other 2.4

Cash Account Cash 1.1

 
Quarterly manager commentary

Market Update 

In a reversal of Q3 performance all asset classes recorded positive returns over the fourth quarter as declining bond yields supported markets, 

notably listed real assets. Markets also took comfort from comments by Central Banks that the interest rate cycle had, most likely, peaked. This was a 

substantial change in investor views the previous quarter where the dominant theme was that interest rates would be higher-for-longer as Central 

Banks looked to control inflation.

 

The December quarter began with falling financial markets on the back of continued difficult economic conditions. News flow then promptly gave way 

to geopolitical issues in the Middle East. Mid-quarter saw sentiment turn strongly positive, with stocks surging higher and bond yields falling 

significantly as global inflation resumed its downtrend, economic growth remained positive, and US economic productivity showed significant 

improvement. Accordingly, most central banks remained on pause with rate-rises.

 

Markets rallied further throughout December across most regions and asset classes, as falling inflation, particularly in Europe and the US, led to 

increased expectations of rate cuts in the back half of 2024 and the higher-for-longer prognosis beginning to unwind.

 

The changed environment has led to some re-balancing of holdings within the portfolios. The detailed rationale for these changes was noted in the 

communications to investors at the time these trades were made.

 

Australian equities  

Driven by a surge in global equities on the back of normalising inflation levels in Europe and the US, Australian shares finished the December quarter 
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up by 8.4%, as measured by the ASX200 total return index. Market sentiment took a pronounced positive turn mid-quarter, as equities began to price 

in a global soft-landing scenario, along with expectations for falling global interest rates in the back half of 2024. This was despite weak domestic 

economic indicators, such as low levels of disposable income, poor consumer confidence, negative economic growth per-capita and moderately rising 

unemployment.

 

Global equities  

After a poor September quarter, the December quarter was one of the strongest seen in recent years for international equities, with major developed 

markets up by almost 10%. (Returns were around 5.3% in Australian dollar terms due to a stronger Australian dollar). US equities, as measured by the 

S&P 500 Index, ended the year near the all-time high set in early 2022 after a 11.7% rally in $US. The technology-heavy NASDAQ gained 14.6% to finish 

2023 up a remarkable 55.1%. The main driver was significant further falls in inflation and an expectation of several rate cuts by the US Federal Reserve 

in the months ahead. Interestingly, while technology stocks were responsible for the majority of the markets’ gains through 2023, the fourth quarter 

rally was more broad-based, with most sectors lifted by the rising tide of optimism, notably those sensitive to interest rates.

 

Fixed income  

The December quarter was characterised by two distinct phases within global bond markets. In October, bonds were facing the prospect of another 

year of negative returns as strong economic momentum continued, leading to further, but more measured hawkish sentiment from developed central 

banks. This environment pushed bond prices lower and yields higher. However, encouraged by progress being made to bring inflation closer to target 

levels, the US Federal Reserve made a dovish pivot in November, leading to a sustained rally for the remainder of the quarter in fixed income markets.

 

In line with the rally in most risk assets, corporate bond spreads tightened by 21bps, with much of the movement occurring in November and 

December, bringing them back to levels not seen since the early stages of the Fed tightening cycle in 2022. Corporate balance sheets remained 

relatively strong, negating continued concerns about further increases in default rates and downgrades. Global bonds, as measured by the Bloomberg 

Global Aggregate Index ($A hedged), returned 5.4% in Australian dollar terms. Global investment grade and high yield credit meanwhile returned 6.9% 

and 7.1% respectively, as measured by the Bloomberg Global Aggregate Corporate Index ($A hedged) and Bloomberg Global High Yield Index ($A 

hedged).

 

Property and infrastructure  

The S&P/ASX 300 A-REIT Index rallied an impressive 16.5%, materially outperforming the broad domestic equity market, which gained 8.4%. The 

outperformance was driven by a meaningful decline in yields, as noted above. Global property securities gained 12.7 % in hedged Australian dollar 

terms while Global Listed Infrastructure performed modestly in comparison, returning 8.8%, in hedged terms.

 

For calendar year 2023, global property gained 7.9% while A-REITs delivered 16.9%. Infrastructure was flat (+0.0%).

 

Portfolio update 

The portfolio returned 5.50%, underperforming the benchmark return of -0.92% over the fourth quarter of 2023.

 

In a strong quarter all asset classes recorded a positive return, except for the Alternatives exposure as all asset classes benefitted from lower bond 

yields and expectations of lower interest rates. The best performance, by asset class, was Listed Real Assets (Infrastructure and Property) as valuations 

improved supported by declining bond yields. The Fixed Interest asset class recorded a sound quarter with domestic bonds up 3.79% and Global 

Bonds up 5.43%. Equities had a strong rebound with the Australian equities up 8.4% and global shares up 9.9% (hedged). Equities were supported 

both declining bond yields and by a reasonable outlook for company earnings and strong job markets.

 

Active management detracted slightly from performance across the portfolio, largely in Australian Equities where Eiger, which is the portfolio’s small 

companies’ manager had a notable under-performance over the quarter.

 

Within the global equity allocation, all fund strategies contributed to total performance over the quarter. At the fund position level, GQG Partners 

(blended) and Zurich (growth) provided the strongest contributions to active performance, while Antipodes (value) and Arrowstreet (blended) were the 

largest detractors. Contributions from currency hedged global equity investments provided valuable offset in active performance, as the Australian 

dollar rallied strongly in Q4, notably against the US dollar.

 

Going forward we remain broadly constructive on both growth and defensive assets supported by an environment of broadly declining interest rates 

while noting that there will volatility around this trend and noting increased risks from the current geopolitical environment.

 

3 A significant percentage of assets comprising this portfolio are only available through the managed portfolios and therefore can’t be transferred out of the MyNorth 
Managed Portfolio Scheme. For more information relating to restrictions that may apply to asset transfers, refer to the ‘Transferring assets in and out of your Portfolio’ in 
Part 1 of the MyNorth Managed Portfolios PDS.
Important Information  
NMMT Limited (ABN 42 058 835 573 AFS License 234653), is the responsible entity of MyNorth Managed Portfolios (ARSN 624 544 136) (Scheme). To invest in the Scheme, 
investors will need to obtain the current Product Disclosure Statement (PDS) which is available at northonline.com.au. The PDS contains important information about 
investing in the Scheme and it is important investors consider their circumstances and read the PDS before making a decision about whether to acquire, continue to hold 
or dispose of interests in the Scheme. This quantitative report has been prepared for the purpose of providing general information, without taking account of any 
particular investor’s objectives, financial situation or needs. Although the information is from sources considered reliable, AMP doesn’t guarantee that it’s accurate or 
complete. You shouldn’t rely upon it and should seek professional advice before making any financial decision. Except where liability under any statute can’t be excluded, 
AMP doesn’t accept any liability for any resulting loss or damage to the reader or any other person. MyNorth Managed Portfolios are not sponsored, endorsed, sold or 
promoted by Morningstar, Inc. or any of its affiliates (all such entities, collectively, “Morningstar Entities”). The Morningstar Entities make no representation or warranties 
regarding the advisability of investing in managed portfolios generally or in the MyNorth Managed Portfolios in particular, or the ability of the Morningstar Benchmarks to 
accurately represent the asset class or market sector that it purports to represent. The Morningstar Entities and their third party licensors do not guarantee the accuracy 
and/or the completeness of the Morningstar Benchmarks, and the Morningstar Entities and their third party licensors shall have no liability for any errors, omissions, or 
interruptions included therein. The S&P/ASX 20 TR Index, S&P/ASX 200 TR Index, S&P/ASX 200 A-REIT TR Index, S&P/ASX 200 Industrials TR Index, S&P/ASX 300 TR Index, 
S&P/ASX 300 TR Index excluding S&P/ASX 20 TR Index, S&P/ASX Small Ordinaries TR Index, S&P/ASX 100 TR Index (“Index”) is a product of S&P Dow Jones Indices LLC, its 
affiliates and/or their licensors and has been licensed for use by NMMT Limited. Copyright © 2021 S&P Dow Jones Indices LLC, its affiliates and/or their licensors. All rights 
reserved. Redistribution or reproduction in whole or in part are prohibited without written permission of S&P Dow Jones Indices LLC. For more information on any of S&P 
Dow Jones Indices LLC’s indices please visit www.spdji.com. S&P® is a registered trademark of Standard & Poor’s Financial Services LLC and Dow Jones® is a registered 
trademark of Dow Jones Trademark Holdings LLC. Neither S&P Dow Jones Indices LLC, Dow Jones Trademark Holdings LLC, their affiliates nor their third party licensors 
make any representation or warranty, express or implied, as to the ability of any index to accurately represent the asset class or market sector that it purports to represent 
and neither S&P Dow Jones Indices LLC, Dow Jones Trademark Holdings LLC, their affiliates nor their third party licensors shall have any liability for any errors, omissions, or 
interruptions of any index or the data included therein.
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